ALL-REGION 7-7A
Second-team defense
OLB: Thomas Steele, Lakeside, Sr.

ALL-REGION 4-6A
FIRST TEAM OFFENSE
RB: Michael Fearn Jr. MLK, Sr
RB: DeOndre Jackson, Stephenson, Sr
OL: Tobias Colbert, MLK Jr
OL: Khoury Jones, Stephenson, Sr
WR: Isaiah Dunson, Tucker, Sr

FIRST TEAM DEFENSE
DL: Vizcaril Aloewede, Stephenson, Sr
DL: Dawson Rivers, Tucker, Jr
LB: Tommy Smith, Stephenson, Jr
DB: Jeremy Cain, MLK, Sr
DB: Dorian Helm, Stephenson, Jr
DB: Tyler Montgomery, Tucker, Jr
P: Charlie Cooper, Tucker, So
K: Kyle Wright, Tucker, Sr

SECOND TEAM OFFENSE
QB: Jacobi Haynes, MLK, Sr.
RB: Ryan Ingram, Stephenson, Sr
RB: Quarius Smith, Tucker, Sr
OL: Joshua Coleman, Stephenson, Sr
OL: Giovonni Agbo, Stephenson, Jr
OL: Tyhler Williams, Tucker, So
WR: Dequandre Moore, MLK, Sr

SECOND TEAM DEFENSE
DL: Keion Cush, MLK, Sr
DL: Janirr Wade, Stephenson, Sr
DB: Trevon Jackson, MLK, Sr
DB: Javier Morton, Stephenson, Sr
DB: Kahleje Tillman, Tucker, Sr
K: Emanual Rios, Stephenson, Jr.

HONORABLE MENTION
DL: Marquel Parks, MLK, Sr
DL: Malachi Bailey, Stephenson, Sr
DL: Randy Britt, Tucker, Jr
DL: Aaron Key, Tucker, Sr
LB: Colin White, MLK, Sr
QB: Joseph Jackson, Stephenson, Jr
QB: Myles Crawley, Tucker, Sr

ALL-REGION 7-6A
FIRST TEAM OFFENSE
WR: Tyler Eth, Dunwoody, Sr.

SECOND TEAM OFFENSE
QB: Davis Ledoyen, Dunwoody, Jr.
TE: Jack Hogan, Dunwoody, Sr.

SECOND TEAM DEFENSE
LB: Isaac Anderson, Dunwoody, Sr.

HONORABLE MENTION
David Julian, Dunwoody, Sr.
Walt Anders, Dunwoody, Sr.
Cevon Mitchell, Dunwoody, Sr

ALL-REGION 4-4A
FIRST TEAM OFFENSE
WR: Graham Connell, Druid Hills, Sr
OL: Miles Norris-Nobles, Druid Hills, Jr.

FIRST TEAM DEFENSE
LB: Jeremiah Kemp, Druid Hills, Sr.

SECOND TEAM OFFENSE
OL: Nigus Ejigu, Druid Hills, Sr.

SECOND TEAM DEFENSE
DL: Quantarrius Martin, Druid Hills, Sr
LB: Alexander Shepard, Druid Hills, So.

HONORABLE MENTION
DB: Jamar Worthy, Druid Hills, So
RB: Celeste Birorimana, Druid Hills, Jr.

ALL-REGION 5-3A
Player of the Year – QB Shaheim Bailey, Jr, Stone Mountain
Freshman of the Year – WR Bernard Mack, Cedar Grove
Coach of the Year – James Lal, Stone Mountain

OFFENSE
RB: Chavon Wright, Sr, Cedar Grove
RB: Jaquez Williams, Sr, Redan
WR: Donsay Brown, Jr, Stone Mountain
WR: Janiran Bonner, So, Cedar Grove
OL: Brandon Hall, Sr, Cedar Grove
OL: Jeremiah Smith, Sr, Cedar Grove
OL: Keon Watson, Jr, Cedar Grove
ATH: Khalil White, Sr, Towers

DEFENSE
DL: Alvin Williams, Sr, Cedar Grove
DL: Demarius Jackson, Jr, Cedar Grove
DL: Christen Miller, So, Cedar Grove
LB: Mujahid “Mojo” Townes, Jr, Stone Mountain
LB: Isaiah Ratcliff, Sr, Cedar Grove
DB: Antonio Taylor, Jr, Cedar Grove
DB: Tee Denson, Sr, Cedar Grove
DB: Latrelvin Blackemore, Sr, Cedar Grove
ATH: Rashad Dubinion, So, Cedar Grove
KR: Corey Mikell, Sr, Redan

HONORABLE MENTION
Austin Smith, Cedar Grove
William Flounory, Cedar Grove
Yjarris Cook, Stone Mountain
Ronel Thomas, Stone Mountain
Davion Kennedy, Stone Mountain
ALL-REGION 6-2A
SECOND TEAM OFFENSE
WR: Javon Yearby, McNair
HONORABLE MENTION
WR: Malachi Jackson, McNair
DB: Woodrow Harris, McNair
OL: Kenneth Marshall, McNair

ALL-REGION 5-5A
Offensive Player of the Year: QB Octavious Griffin, Columbia SR
Defensive Player of the Year: DT Nazir Stackhouse, Columbia SR
Athlete of the Year: Tommy Wright, Southwest DeKalb, SR
Coach of the Year: Damien Wimes, Southwest DeKalb

FIRST TEAM OFFENSE
QB: Octavious Griffin, Columbia, SR
RB: Demetrius Taylor, Lithonia, SR
RB: Mekhi Gilstrap, Southwest DeKalb, SR
WR: Aquil Muhammad, Southwest DeKalb, SR
WR: Khalil Roach, Lithonia, JR
WR: Jordan Barrow, Arabia Mountain, SR
WR: Jeremiah Brown, Chamblee, SR
OL: Broderick Jones, Lithonia, SR
OL: Evin Scott, Southwest DeKalb, SR
OL: Kelvin Usher, Lithonia, SR
OL: Elliott Howell, Arabia Mountain, JR
OL: Cecil Fisher, Columbia, SR
TE/HBack: Javan Watkins, Arabia Mountain, JR
K: Juan Espinosa, Lithonia, SR
P: Keun Neal, Southwest DeKalb, SR

FIRST TEAM DEFENSE
DT: John Grant, Southwest DeKalb, SR
DT: Nazir Stackhouse, Columbia, SR
DE: Tridavion Slaughter, Southwest DeKalb, SR
DE: Jean Cherelus, Miller Grove, SO
LB: Asmar Hasan, Lithonia, JR
LB: Chandler Martin, Arabia Mountain, SR
LB: Stephen Bacon, Miller Grove, JR
LB: Keun Neal, Southwest DeKalb, SR
DB: Tommy Wright, Southwest DeKalb, JR
DB: Chris Whitaker, Lithonia, SO
DB: Anthony Dennis, Columbia, SR
DB: Keshawn Streeter, Miller Grove, SR

SECOND TEAM OFFENSE
QB: Rion White, Southwest DeKalb, JR
RB: Dvonte Slaton, Lithonia, JR
RB: Mekhi Gilstrap, Southwest DeKalb, SR

WR: Robert Grady, Southwest DeKalb, JR
WR: Styland Scott, Lithonia, SO
WR: Tommy Wright, Southwest DeKalb, SR
WR: Kentavious Ivey, Columbia, SR
OL: Farris Grant, Lithonia, SR
OL: Josh Parks, Southwest DeKalb
OL: Michael Crayton, Arabia Mountain, SR
OL: Caleb Grant, Southwest DeKalb, JR
OL: Jessie Williams, Columbia, SR
TE/HBack: Tawann Rome, Arabia Mountain, JR
K: Malcom Grinnell, Arabia Mountain, SR

SECOND TEAM DEFENSE
DL: David Ndukwe, Arabia Mountain, SR
DL: Zaccheaus Streeter, Lithonia, JR
DL: Zion McFadden, Arabia Mountain, SR
DL: Jamario Washington, Lithonia, SO
LB: Makale Cummings, Columbia, SR
LB: Javan Watkins, Arabia Mountain, SR
LB: Antonio Partridge, Southwest DeKalb, SR
LB: Ja’Cari Watkins, Chamblee, SO
DB: Damion Fitzpatrick, Arabia Mountain, JR
DB: Jamari Goodgame, Lithonia, JR
DB: Royce Tolbert, Columbia, FR
DB: Ahmond Glass, Southwest DeKalb, SR

HONORABLE MENTION
QB: Savion Lawson, Lithonia, JR
RB: Jayden Brown, Miller Grove, SO
RB: Khoreem Miller, SW DeKalb, JR
RB: Christopher Barnes, Arabia Mountain, SO
WR: Kedrick Lackey, Miller Grove, FR
WR: Kentavious Key, Southwest DeKalb, SO
WR: William Hemsley, Columbia, SR
DL: Kenny Howard, Chamblee, SR
DL: Chris Rogers, Chamblee, SR
DL: Tony Randle, Miller Grove, JR
DL: Tory Jones, Southwest DeKalb, JR
DL: Anthony Lovett, Southwest DeKalb, JR
DL: Dontavious Welch, Miller Grove, SR
DL: Randolph Bolie, Lithonia, JR
DL: Caleb Fisher, Columbia, JR
DL: Cecil Davis, Arabia Mountain, JR
LB: Jaden Moore, Arabia Mountain, SO
LB: Afolabi Olatunda, Miller Grove, SR
LB: Cameron Nelome, Southwest DeKalb, SR
LB: Darriqun Finley, Southwest DeKalb, JR
DB: Seoul Newton, Southwest DeKalb, SR
DB: Joshua Taylor, Southwest DeKalb, SO
DB: Deonte Mitchell, Columbia, JR
DB: Jayden Moore, Arabia Mountain, SO